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There has been very little innovation in menu covers until now!

Introducing the

 LX Archival Menu Cover
Rochester, NY -- “ ‘AWESOME MENUS,’ are the comments from our patrons. The

brightly covered dividers make them flexible, yet sturdy! The clear cover makes the menu

easier to read, so folks order faster, and the tables turn quicker! It’s a win-win all around!

I’ll be ordering more for my bars, diner, and other eateries.”  - The staff at Margies

A fresh clean-looking menu is a reflection of the restaurant. Make it easy on your servers

and fun for your customers by having different color menus for different selections. You’ll

be sure it’s a positive experience with these LX Menu Covers!

The LX Menu Covers create a great look for 8 ½” x 11” menu sheets only. These LX Menu

Covers are made of durable archival polypropylene plastic and feature clear overlay pockets

with a colorful center divider between each page that add stability making the menu

comfortable to hold, and not too floppy. Folded menus pop right back into shape!

The durable material resists wear and tear. Protect against spills and stains. Liquids and food

wipe right off cleanly without harming the menu inside. There are no seams where food can

hide, making it very easy to keep your menus clean.

Don’t worry about the plastic sticking to menu pages and lifting off the print. This

revolutionary archival polypropylene plastic prevents the print from adhering to the menu

cover.

The clear plastic overlay showcases your menu. Great for restaurants, diners, desserts,

coffee, drink lists, express lunch, room service, bed & breakfasts, and more. The LX Menu

Covers are available in two-view, four-view, or six-view styles in ten bright colors. LX

Menu Covers are made in the U.S.A from recyclable plastics.

StoreSMART also carries a full line of standard menu covers. They include the classic rigid-

vinyl and leatherette menu covers with double-stitched colored edges and decorative gold-

colored corners, Rigid Print Menu Covers, Self-Laminating Menu Pockets, and Crystal-

clear Menu Covers. All the menus and a complete selection of menu inserts, easels, and peel

& stick pockets are shown in the new 56-page StoreSMART print catalog, or on our web

site, www.StoreSMART.com.

To obtain FREE samples for review by your publication or restaurant, contact

Stan@Storesmart.com or call 800-424-1011 x 9208. See www.StoreSMART.com/Press for

high-resolution publication images.

StoreSMART.com – since 1971. Providing 40 years of the finest products to store,

distribute, display, file, and organize for home, office, educational, and industrial markets.


